
How can you help your child? 

As always there are lots of opportunities for you to help your child with 
their learning.  

 
Help them to keep on top of their homework, so they know when  

homework is due in and to help them give their work in on time, as well 
as logging all of their reading in their reading record book. 

 
Even though they are upper school, it is still good to listen to them read 
and talk about the text together.  Please ask if you would like any ideas 

on questions to ask your child. 
 

Keep learning times tables and all related facts!  It is good to know about 
square numbers, prime numbers, factors and multiples  too! 

Term 1 
Pencelli - Medical forms will be sent out in week 2. 
RE - How do Muslims show commitment to God? 
Music - Garage Band - creating music for a folk tale! 
PE - Netball and Dance/Gym 
ICT - Internet safety and Garage Band 
PSHE - Our Happy School 

 

 
 
Term 2 
Pencelli - Week 1. 
RE - Incarnation: Was Jesus the Messiah?  
Music - Singing in rounds and with various rhythms  
PE - Gym / Dance and swimming 
ICT -  Using Publisher to create an information leaflet 
PSHE - Out and About 

Year 6 - Term 1 and 2 



Window On The World - Term 1 

English: 
Explore the rich folklore of Denmark and take    
inspiration from the renowned Hans Christian    
Anderson to create your own gripping folk tale.  
 
We will be adventuring into Middle-Earth with  
The Hobbit and looking through the window at 
Tolkien’s vivid and complex fantasy world.  

Maths: 
This term we will be begin by developing our understanding of number 
and place value before delving into tools available to help us add,       
subtract, multiply and divide.  We will then move onto manipulating  
fractions. Towards the end of the term will investigate the nets of 3D 
shapes and learn to plot co-ordinates on a grid.   

Topic: 
Denmark is a country with a deep history and culture.  Throughout the 
term we will be comparing our beautiful home town of Marlborough 
with the picturesque Danish town of Ribe, the oldest town in Denmark. 
We will focus on how the physical and human geography of the two    
locations varies and the reasons why.  Through this we will develop our 
map reading and investigative skills.  

Art: 
In the opening weeks, our challenge is to create an 
interactive, pop-up fairy-tale book. We will then be 
designing a character from our own story to be 
brought to life in a painted final piece.  

Science: 
Our planets biosphere is complicated and confusing, 
we will therefore spend this term sorting and      
classifying the living world!  What tools could we use 
to help us? 

THE VIKINGS - Term 2 

Reminder: We will be leaving for Pencelli on  

the first day of term 2!!! 

English: 
Prepare for the invasion! This term we will be creating a detailed            
information booklet on different aspects of Viking life. We will use         
empathy to put ourselves into the shoes of Viking men and women as we 
prepare and carry out a raid on nearby villages. 

Maths: 

This term we will continue to consolidate 
mental and written methods  for all four 
number operations.  We will continue to   
expand our arithmetic knowledge and times 
table ability.  

Topic: 
Who were the Vikings?  Where did they come from? 
Why did they raid, plunder and pillage? 
 
This term we will be discovering more about Viking 
lifestyles and why they lived as they did.  We may 
even be able to recreate a Viking raid and plunder 
some treasure form our neighbours! 

Science: 
We will be looking at inheritance, adaptation and evolution. Why do some 
species die out and others thrive and develop over time? We will also 
study some famous scientists and look in detail at their ideas... 
 

DT: 
Get ready to use your imagination and creativity! We will be creating a  
diorama of village life as a Viking.  What will you include in your model? 


